29th & 30th June 2019
Predicting our Energy Consumption for Projects

The Challenge
We collect Energy & Carbon usage sustainability
KPIs for all our projects. We also know who is on
site well before the project starts. If we can find a
correlation between the two data sets then we can potentially predict our energy
consumption and budget for this more accurately before the project even starts.

How we tackled the problem

Team: The Data Diggers

By Olga Druzkova
Having received the challenges and data sets beforehand, we were able to
choose the one that best suited us. We decided to split our team with half of
us aiming to find a strong correlation between workers' hours and electricity,
water, fuel and gas consumption and the other half tackling data model and
conception design challenges.

Technical detail
Data Model
The Data Model we used and output is summarised below:

On 29th & 30th July 2019 we welcomed
100 Data Analysts and Project Delivery
Professionals to the Microsoft Reactor for a
jam-packed weekend of:
11 real world challenges
7 masterclasses
Networking
Prizes
Plus lots of great
food, drinks and fun!
The Project Data Analytics Community
aims to bring together some of the best
minds in the industry to educate, challenge
and ultimately change the face of project
delivery. To this end we want to share some
of the best teams output from
Project:Hack 3.0

It always amazes me how
such messy, inconsistent data can be
transformed into clear, organised
graphs and the number of insights you
can get from such a limited snapshot
is simply fascinating!
In my opinion, the most important
lesson learnt from Project:Hack 3.0 is
that anyone can learn to work with
and utilise data to make more
sharpened and sophisticated
decisions for their business.
I truly believe that by empowering
users to perform exploratory data
analysis themselves they will be able
to gain invaluable insights into
resource allocation,
therefore reducing time and
saving costs.

It combines the consumption of electricity, water, fuel and pass
with turnstiles daily readings.
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Olga Druzkova

Exploratory Data Analysis
Our initial dashboards evolved into an executive summary using a Multi KPI object, as below. Although on its own it
would be enough, it is always more powerful if you combine it with objects aiding visual discovery like stages of a
project or the life of a particular project.

But what if you want to compare two projects side by side?
In this case, we used use the concept of Alternate States.
We continued to look deeper into the patterns of the more complete sets, narrowing down the scope. For example, we
saw that we had only a brief snapshot of turnstiles data, while CO2 emissions readings were available to-date. That
means that for some projects we had CO2 readings but no turnstile data.
We could also include more KPIs about each project and a breakdown of Hours Worked by Trade.
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Correlation analysis
For the correlation analysis we decided to create a separate, clean table with monthly metrics by project.
We then used a simple linear regression equation Y=a+bX to predict electricity or water consumption given the
workers hours, which users can estimate using a variable input object:

Fig 3

Model performance on training and validation set.

We created additional dashboards such as :
Heat maps for turnstile data
Bar and area chart to visualise Hours by Trade
Monthly electricity readings on a scatter
plot, Hans Rosling style
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So we saw how our data looks by project and who is on-site. But what about the overall impact? How can we
monitor that the company is now more sustainable?
We can design a screen (see below) to visualise year-on-year comparison. As an example, we can use a combination
of KPI objects and line graphs for this purpose. The second KPI measure is a percentage change from the previous
year.

Weather Data
We loaded the daily London weather data from Qlik DataMarket . I then used Year as a dimension on a line graph to
see how monthly temperatures from different years compare. This showed that 2018 was the hottest year.
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Conclusion
Many businesses will be asking – what do we need to do to reduce our carbon footprint?
We will be able to answer them, showing that from the dataset provided, about 92-98% of CO2 emissions are caused
by electricity consumption. Thus, we can formulate new business questions to monitor sustainability, such as:
“Why do we have high electricity readings when no one is on-site?”
“Can we pinpoint where exactly most of the electricity is consumed?”
“Can our electricity provider help us analyse trends and find opportunities to save costs?”
If electric meter readings are available daily then it can be combined with daily data such as the number of staff on
site and the temperature. Moreover, once MVP is designed and launched, the logic and lessons learned can be
shared with the community and help many more businesses from thereon.
Limitations:
1. Energy, Water, Oil and Gas and CO2 readings are recorded monthly while turnstiles data by trade is available
for any hour of the day.
2. Despite some incomplete data, the templates are designed to accommodate more data so the exploration of
any number of projects is possible.
3. Projects have no rankings. Ideally, smaller projects and other projects of a similar size would be assigned to a
group, so you can compare metrics either against another project in a group or an average. Trades also would
benefit from category groupings.
4. Projects need to have more definitive stages described in a reference table, for example: demolition, laying the
foundation, building a structure, fittings and decoration. This will enable users to select a stage and research
previous projects giving them a better understanding of what resources were required at this stage in the past.

£694 from ticket sales proceeds
was donated to
Cancer Research UK
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